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Kissabel demand
still outstrips
supply
As new plantings across Europe continue, suppliers are reporting strong
commercial interest in the apple brand
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More volume needed

the Ifored programme that oversees
Kissabel’s development, sees a bright

Importantly, Kissabel represents not one
but several highly distinctive additions to
the apple category. Marketed as Kissabel
Rouge, Orange, or Jaune, a number of
different red-, orange- and yellow-skinned
varieties offer a range of appealing
flavours.

The trend is a similar one in France,
according to Jean Nicolas Blouet of
Mesfruits. “In France and the UK, all of our
customers would have kept buying if
there had been more volume to sell.” he
comments. “All of our clients are going to
rendezvous!”

which lend themselves to different uses
and to tasting Kissabel apples at all times
of the day, and can win over consumers in
different countries,” observes Fabio
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future ahead for the brand. “2020 was the

Enjoyed this free article from Fresh
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Also in France, Blue Whale’s commercial
export director Marc Peyres is very
optimistic about the brand’s prospects.
“We are really happy to be working with

Don't miss out on even more in-depth
analysis, plus all the latest news from the
fresh produce business. Subscribe now to
Fresh Produce Journal.

this completely new and unique apple.
They are amazing on the inside, they look
good, and they taste good too.”
Kissabel is making progress in Switzerland
as well.
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